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The nOHFBBB1M7 �n=10� compound, 10OHF, shows a reversed SmCFI2
� -SmC� phase sequence, unique

among all known antiferroelectric liquid crystals. This reversed phase sequence is stabilized when 10OHF is
doped with 9OTBBB1M7�C9� or 11OTBBB1M7�C11�. In contrast, doping of the homologous members �n
=9, 11, or 12� eliminates the SmCFI2

� phase. One 10OHF/11OHF mixture without the SmCFI2
� phase was

selected for further studies. By adding C9 into this particular mixture, the reversed phase sequence is revived.
To our surprise, even though 11OHF destabilizes the SmCFI2

� phase in binary mixtures with 10OHF, it signifi-
cantly increases the SmCFI2

� temperature range in the 10OHF/11OHF/C9 ternary mixtures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of chiral smectic liquid crystal phases
�1,2�, extensive scientific research has been focused on in-
vestigating the structure of the variants of chiral smectic-C
�SmC�� phases and aimed to gain better understanding of the
underlying physical reasons for the formation of these
phases. To date, optical experiments �3,4� and resonant x-ray
diffraction �RXRD� �5� have successfully elucidated the in-
terlayer orientational arrangement of the SmC� variant
phases. In SmC� variant phases, elongated molecules form a
layered structure. In the layer plane, molecules have liquid-
like ordering. Within the layers, molecular axes are tilted
along a common direction, with an angle relative to the layer
normal and an azimuthal orientation. Different SmC� variant
phases are distinguished by the azimuthal arrangements of
molecular orientations among layers. In the smectic-C�

�

�SmC�
�� phase and the SmC� phase, the molecular orientation

forms a helical structure. In the SmC�
� phase, the helical

pitch is on the order of 10 layers. The SmC� phase has a
longer pitch, usually several hundred layers. Without change
in symmetry, the SmC�

�-SmC� transition is a first-order tran-
sition ending at a critical point �6�. The smectic-CFI2

�

�SmCFI2
� � and smectic-CFI1

� �SmCFI1
� � have four- and three-

layer unit cells, respectively, which are best described by the
distorted clock model �7,8�. In the antiferroelectric
smectic-CA

� �SmCA
�� phase, the tilt orientation alternates be-

tween adjacent layers �2�.
Among antiferroelectric liquid crystal compounds, a

typical order of appearance of mesophases on cooling is
the following: SmA-SmC�

�-SmC�-SmCFI2
� -SmCFI1

� -SmCA
� ,

with some of these phases missing in many compounds.
Laux et al. �9� reported a unique phase sequence
SmC�

�-SmCFI
� -SmC� upon cooling in nOHFBBB1M7 �n

=10�, 10OHF. Wang et al. �10� identified the phase sequence
of 10OHF to be SmC�

�-SmCFI2
� -SmC�. It was demonstrated

by Sandhya et al. �11� that the SmCFI2
� phase was thermody-

namically monotropic and only appeared upon cooling. They
also showed that the SmCFI2

� phase was unstable under bias
voltage. It was found that in binary mixtures of 10OHF and

nOTBBB1M7 �n=9�, C9, the SmCFI2
� temperature window

expanded rapidly with increasing concentration of C9 and
the SmCFI2

� phase became enantiotropic �10,11�. Binary mix-
tures of 10OHF and C11 showed similar behavior. The SmC�

phase found in both compounds was squeezed out and the
SmCFI2

� phase was stabilized. The phase reversal phenom-
enon has also been observed in other liquid crystal com-
pounds �12�. The other homologs of 10OHF �namely, 9-, 11-
and 12OHF� do not show reversed phase sequence behavior
�13�. In this paper, we employed null transmission ellipsom-
etry �NTE� to investigate samples of 10OHF doped with its
homologs. The result shows that the reversed phase sequence
disappeared with moderate dopant concentrations. For fur-
ther study, we select the 73% 10OHF/27% 11OHF binary
mixture, which does not show the SmCFI2

� phase. By adding
C9 into this particular mixture, the reversed phase sequence
is revived. For a given concentration of C9, in the ternary
10OHF/11OHF/C9 mixtures, SmCFI2

� temperature windows
are found to be larger than in the corresponding 10OHF/C9
binary mixtures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The detailed experimental setup of NTE is described else-
where �14�. Freestanding film geometry is used in the sys-
tem. A small electric field �E�, on the order of 1 V/mm, is
applied in the film plane to align the net polarization of the
film. The E orientation with respect to the laser’s plane of
incidence is denoted by an angle �. Ellipsometric parameters
� and � are measured as a function of � and temperature. �
is the phase difference between the p̂ and ŝ components of
the incident light necessary to produce linearly polarized
transmitted light. � denotes the orientation of the polariza-
tion of the transmitted linearly polarized light.

RXRD experiments were conducted at National Synchro-
tron Light Source. The incident x-ray energy was tuned to
E0=2.471 keV, near the K� absorption edge of sulfur. Free-
standing films were prepared in a temperature controlled
oven, flushed with helium. Diffraction with momentum
transfer along the layer normal �z� was done to characterize
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the molecular arrangements in various smectic phases. The
associated wave-vector transfer �Qz� is measured. The loca-
tions of the resonant and Bragg peaks give the size of the
repeated units of the SmC� variant phases. The detailed ex-
perimental setup can be found in Ref. �5�.

III. RESULTS

We have studied three mixtures of 10OHF/9OHF �15%,
29% and 50% of 9OHF� and three mixtures of 10OHF/
11OHF �15%, 25% and 27% of 11OHF�. Figure 1 illustrates
the ellipsometric parameter ��90, �270� obtained from an
NTE temperature scan of a 56-layer film of 75% 10OHF
with 25% 11OHF at �=90° and �=270°. The small differ-
ence between �90 and �270 above T1 is due to surface order-
ing in the SmA phase. The oscillations of �90 and �270 be-
tween T1 and T2 are signatures of the SmC�

� phase �15�.
Between T2 and T3 is the SmCFI2

� phase. At T=80 °C the
ellipsometric parameters � and � were obtained as a func-
tion of �. The data show that � and � have 180° symmetry,
which is the characteristic of the SmCFI2

� phase �4�. Below T3
the large span of � between �=90° and �=270° is the fea-
ture of the SmC� phase �16�. The phase sequence of this
mixture upon cooling is SmA �89.0 °C� SmC�

� �81.1 °C�
SmCFI2

� �79.7 °C� SmC�.
A phase diagram of 10OHF/9OHF and 10OHF/11OHF

mixtures is shown in Fig. 2. The SmCFI2
� phases in all the

mixtures are monotropic. The temperature window of the
SmCFI2

� phase decreases with increasing 9OHF concentra-
tion. There is no SmCFI2

� phase observed in the 50% 9OHF/
50% 10OHF mixture. The stability of the SmCFI2

� phase in-
creases slightly with 10% 11OHF doping. However, for 25%
11OHF doping, the temperature window of the SmCFI2

�

phase decreases dramatically to 1.4°. For the 73% 10OHF/
27% 11OHF mixture, the SmCFI2

� phase completely disap-
peared. We have also done studies on 10OHF/12OHF mix-
tures. Similar to 10OHF/11OHF mixtures, the SmCFI2

� phase
disappears near 25% dopant concentration.

The absence of the SmCFI2
� phase in the 73% 10OHF/27%

11OHF mixture makes it a very good candidate for further
study on the reversed phase sequence. Experiments have
been done on binary mixtures of 9-, 11- and 12OHF with C9.
The phase reversal phenomenon is not observed. It shows
this reversed phase sequence is indeed a unique property of
10OHF. It is intriguing to investigate whether or not and
where the SmCFI2

� phase will reappear by adding C9 into this
73% 10OHF/27% 11OHF mixture.

A series of �73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�1−x C9x mixtures
with x=0.10, 0.15 and 0.25 were prepared and investigated
by using NTE. Figure 3 shows the phase diagram of
�73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�1−x C9x mixtures obtained
from NTE measurements. The phase sequence at x=0.15 was
confirmed by RXRD studies. For example, at T=83.6 °C,
the resonant peak is at Qz /Q0=1.17 �Q0=2� /d and d is the
layer spacing�, indicating the SmC�

� phase with a pitch value
of 5.8 layers. At T=73 °C, the resonant peak position near
Qz /Q0=1.25 reveals a four layer structure. This proves that it
is the SmCFI2

� phase. At T=52.6 °C, a resonant peak on the
shoulder of the �002� Bragg peak is observed. It is the SmC�

phase with a pitch of 150 layers.
The effect of C9 doping on pure 10OHF is that it stabi-

lizes the SmCFI2
� phase existing in 10OHF. In the 73%

10OHF/27% 11OHF binary mixture, there is no SmCFI2
�

phase. By adding 10% C9 into this binary mixture, the
SmCFI2

� phase is restored with a temperature window of 22°,
which is just slightly smaller than 24° found in pure C9. In
addition, the SmCFI2

� phase range expands to more than 30°
with increasing C9 concentration in the ternary mixtures.

FIG. 1. �Color online� � as a function of temperature for a
56-layer film of 75% 10OHF/25% 11OHF mixture from NTE while
cooling at 0.1 °C /min. � is the angle between the E orientation and
the incident plane of the laser light.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Phase diagram of 10OHF1−u, 9OHFu, and
10OHF1−v 11OHFv mixtures. On the top is the chemical structure
of nOHFBBB1M7�nOHF�. The phase sequences of 9OHF and
11OHF are SmA �63 °C� SmC�

� �52 °C� SmC� and SmA �94 °C�
SmC�

� �89 °C� SmC�.
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The SmCFI2
� phase becomes enantiotropic. Meanwhile, the

temperature window of the SmC� phase is reduced dramati-
cally with C9 doping.

It is interesting to compare the SmCFI2
� phase temperature

window of �73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�1−x C9x mixtures
with that of the 10OHF/C9 mixtures. Since pure 11OHF has
no SmCFI2

� phase and it destabilizes the SmCFI2
� phase when

mixing with 10OHF, one might expect that 11OHF would
also decrease the temperature window of the SmCFI2

� phase
when added into the 10OHF/C9 mixture. Figure 4 shows the
temperature range of the SmCFI2

� phases in the 10OHF/C9
mixtures from Ref. �10� and the ternary mixtures studied in
this paper. The data point at 15% C9 for the binary mixture
has a larger error bar because we did not study this particular
mixture. The data were constructed by interpolation from the
10OHF/C9 phase diagram. Surprisingly, 11OHF broadens
the SmCFI2

� phase in all the ternary mixtures, by up to 15°.
To gain a better knowledge about this phase reversal phe-

nomenon, we also studied the pitch evolution of the
�73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�0.85 C90.15 mixture in the
SmC�

� phase by RXRD, which is shown in Fig. 5�a�. Upon
cooling, the pitch is found to be 6.7 layers just below the
SmA-SmC�

� transition. Then the pitch decreases to 5.6 layers
and subsequently increases to 5.9 layers. Unlike in most of
the compounds and mixtures we have investigated, the pitch
in this ternary mixture evolves nonmonotonically with tem-
perature in the SmC�

� phase.

To date, several theoretical models predict the existence
of the mesophase with six-layer periodicity �17–19�. From
Fig. 5�a�, we can see the pitch value yields 5.95 layers �our
resolution is about �0.05 layer� at two temperatures with 1°
separation before the transition to the SmCFI2

� phase. How-
ever, the shape of the resonant satellite peaks at these two
temperatures did not show any difference from the rest of
data taken in the SmC�

� phase �Figs. 5�b�–5�d��. Our simula-
tion shows that for a distorted six-layer phase, the resonant
peaks are split peaks with different intensities. Meanwhile,
from the NTE measurements, all the studied films are, within
our experimental resolution, optically uniaxial �20� above the
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Phase diagram of
�73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�1−x C9x mixtures. The crosses mark
the temperatures at which RXRD was performed. On the top is the
chemical structure of 9OTBBB1M7�C9�. The phase sequence of C9
is SmA �115 °C� SmC�

� �109 °C� SmCFI2
� �85 °C� SmCA

� . The dis-
appearance of the SmC�

�-SmCFI2
� transition below 10% C9 mixture

is not an important issue for this paper. Without any data in this
range, we represent this part of phase boundary by a dashed line.
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FIG. 4. Temperature ranges of the SmCFI2
� phase in the ternary

�73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�1−x C9x mixtures and in the binary
�10OHF�1−x C9x mixtures as a function of C9 concentration �x�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The pitch temperature evolution of the
�73% 10OHF /27% 11OHF�0.85 C90.15 ternary mixture in the
SmC�

� phase measured by RXRD. ��b�–�d�� Scans of the same mix-
ture at 92.2 °C, 84.2 °C and 81.2 °C.
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SmC�
� to SmCFI2

� transition temperature. Based on the ex-
perimental results, the existence of the distorted six-layer
phase is unlikely because neither biaxiality nor split peaks
are observed. On the other hand, our data cannot rule out the
possibility of a small temperature range of a uniaxial phase
with sixfold clock arrangement. More experimental results
are required to address an important question. What is the
difference between a uniaxial phase with a six-layer clock
arrangement and an extremum near six layers in the tempera-
ture variation of helical pitch in the SmC�

� temperature win-
dow?

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied binary mixtures of 10OHF
and its homologs and found that none of the three homologs
stabilize the unusual phase sequence of 10OHF. In most
cases, the temperature window of the SmCFI2

� phase continu-
ously decreases with increasing concentration of the doping
homologs. In the 10OHF/11OHF/C9 ternary mixtures, the
SmC�

�-SmCFI2
� -SmC� phase sequence is restored. Our studies

show that the SmCFI2
� phase becomes stable in the

10OHF/C9 mixtures but not in both 10OHF/11OHF and
11OHF/C9 binary mixtures. Thus it is surprising to find out
that the presence of 11OHF in the ternary mixtures signifi-
cantly stabilizes the SmCFI2

� phase.
Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that previous studies

on the antiferroelectric display are mainly focused on the
SmCA

� phase, which requires a high switching voltage. The
SmCFI2

� phase, which is also antiferroelectric, requires much
lower E fields to change to the ferroelectric state �2�. Some
mixtures studied in this paper with very wide temperature
range for the SmCFI2

� phase should be good candidates for
research in antiferroelectric displays.
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